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Iwou i e to make a few observations in

summing up.ln the wake of the amazing events
at Lewisham and Ladywood, with the near
certainty of repetition -possibly at llford dur-
ing the l\/lay council elections,we must prepare
ourselves to take full advantage of these sit-
uations, in every context:‘political‘ and phys-
ical. These are the traaining grounds for the
stormy future.As we become more successful
we can expect more hostility from certain
sections of the authoritarian Left.We should
be ready to repel these attacks, being more
than just physically prepared. Some of us are
nearly ready. The remainder of the 70's
should see anti-nuclear feeling grow - in a
l\/lalville/Greys/Brokdorf sense, not a Windscale
enquiry.Again we should be preparing - unpre-
cedented conflict is around the corner.-

Lefties may sneer at our size and forms of
organisation, asking what chance we stand
against the forces of the State, but just look at
the miserable performance of the Left and
the mighty Unions at Grunwicks. At 1 point,
15, 000 workers completly surrounded the
Grunwick plant, cutting off the buses of scabs,
defeating the police attempts to clear the area,
and what happened’? They allowed themselves
to be led away by Scargill and Co. , just like
sheep. From the jaws of victory. . . . If a tin-
pot boss like Ward, a few snotty Tory l\/lP‘s, th
creeps from the NAFF plus a couple of thou-
sand uniformed thugs, can beat the whole
‘trade-union movement'and the pathetic ‘rev-
olutionary-Left‘, it's time we took ourselves
a bit more seriously. We must begin to build
up a prescence on the streets (as elsewhere).
I would like to suggest that we start by mass
paper sales, branching out from there.

We should read as much as possible, of
our own, and the ‘enemies’ literature, in
order to expand our understanding and our
capability to grapple with the chicanery and
macheiavellianism of the aut horitari ans.
We won't become contaminated by explora-
tion and st udy. We should have-closer
contacts with libert arian-l caning or ‘ult ra-  into English‘ wommt - §
left‘ groups like Solidarity and Social
Revolution. Also likewise individuals. We
need to conduct more extensive propaganda
on every level, and have more, much more,
discussion amongst ourselves. We must not
be frightened by the prospect of confron-
tation, neither should we allow ourselves

I

to be led into ambushes or situations bey-
ond our control. We have to iron out the
contradictions that arise during the growth
process, this is an ongoing thing. We shall
never become a cohesive whole, but should
we‘? I don't think so. Let's have some
more definitions, of authority, hierarchy
and government. Let us be aware that we
are capable of breeding elitism, hierarchy,
authoritarianism, just as much as everyone
el se., then perhaps we can deal with it.
I would like to see us become less of a
colourful appendage of the left, more
independant. Anarchist groups whither
away as well as shoot up, but lately there
has been more consolidation of local groups
We've seen more positive signs as of
late. We are still sowing dragon‘ s teeth,
but waitl What‘ s this‘? Some are hatching
already‘? ,

‘M’ 3ang on the start of '73
Footnotes.
(1) See ‘Socialism,Anarchism and Feminism‘
by Carol Ehrlich. ‘Anarchism : the Femin-
ist Connection’ by Peggy Kornegger. and
‘Anarcho-Feminism, Two Statements‘ in
Cienf uegos Press Anarchist Review no. 3
(2) A perfect example of the authoritar-
ian mode of thinking is offered in Mao's
Red Book, the section on ‘discipline’...
“We must affirm anew the discipline of the
party namely : 1. The individual is subord-
inate to the organisation. 2. The minority
is subordinate to the majority. 3. The
lower level is subordinate to the higher,
level. 4. The entire membership is sub-
ordinate to the central committee. Whoever
violates these articles of discipline disrupts
party unity.“ 4
Only one thing is missing : “The central
committee is subordinate to me".
(3) No rules, except that the newsletter is
only mailed to affiliated groups.
(4) See The Islington Gutter Press no.42
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’ A BELFAST W0MAN- trial suppressed these facts because of ‘the

Noreen Winchester, a 21 yrs old Belfast
woman,was sentenced this summer to 7yrs

shame it could bring on the family‘. What
‘family’? As the horrific 7yr sentence was
passed the solicitors refused to appeal, telling

prison for killing her father after being raped Noreen she was ‘lucky’ to get ONLY 7YRS,
by him for years.

Her mother,Annie, had a terrible life in
the Sandy Row protestant district, and is now
in a mental hospital outside the town. She has This is the sort of ‘family’ the State wishe:~
given birth to 17 children, 8 of whom lived.
In 1974 after being brutally beaten by her
husband Norman, she left home taking 4 of
the kids. The others were terrorised by
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JUST LINES on Tl-IE MAP.

On Dec 3rd, 2 young Italians-a woman and man,
were mountaineering near the top of a 6000ft
peak in the Alps, when the woman fell.The "
bloke clambered down and found her alive but
badly injured, so he rushed down to the local
village for help, He was soon airborne in a
helicopter with the local police chief, and
4 hours after she had fallen they wrer hovering
over her.But instead of landing and carrying
her to safety, the police chief ordered the pilot
to return to the village, saying:“The border
passes right through this mountain and she is
on the French side.We cannot land without
permission . The bloke pleaded but the Chief
didn't even bother to radio the French auth-
-orities.

Back at the village, the guy organised a
rescue squad from the local. Alpine club,
reaching the woman in darkness 5 hours later
"1 took her in my arms but she was dead. I'm
sure we could have saved her if the helicopter
had landed.“
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and she should be grateful to them.

to promote and protect.
This is the ‘justice’ it is so proud of.

For more information, contact HAPOTOC,'
S.l.P. -Leeuwarden,i-io?%land. V-G./i?>=_:.-an 341$ "

Norman, and he started to rape Noreen. The And write to. , Noreen,Armargh prison, N.I.
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‘ The police said, “no comment.“
This episode speaks for itself.Borders are

for rulers to keep us fenced-in like sheep.
These dotted lines on the maps of the Bourg-
-eoisie insult our intelligence, for the only
bounderies we know are between river and
plain, mountain and forest, village and city,
and the respect of each of us for the privacy
and community of others. The land belongs to
us all but each State seeks to impose tighter
controls on ‘its’ territory and people, murd-
-ering and imprisoning those who fail to conform
The Iron Curtain is the cl.earest example, but
all wars have been fought, with millions '
slaughtered, because of the territorial
arguements between States.

A new war is being waged now, between:
on one side,ALL governments (as co-opera-
-tionincreases), and on the other side,ALL
the dispossessed of the world.
For although they may argue, all the States
agree on one thing: international anarchism
is the§...f common enemy.
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 CHRISTIANIA
Let me make it cleartthis is by no means mixture of W0

intended as a statement of ‘authority’. It is
based on a visit of some 3 weeks to
Christiania (chr.), during which I took
leisure there and intend as soon as I can get
my ass together, to go back.

The Elage i
inevitably, Chr. is situated in one ,of the

oldest parts of Copenhagen, about which A
nobody gave a fuck until it was squatted
6 years ago. It was an Army camp left to
go to rack and ruin,when it was taken over.
This, in spite of a Euro-C riminal trespass
Law, enforced often ruthlessly. .

Chr. now supports 700-1000 people
permanently.It‘s about a -5,--mile square
but spread out along both sides of a river.‘
Many of the buildings in the main part of
Chr. (where the lads used to do square-
-bashingl) date from the early 1800's,
huge and beautiful wooden places. . . . some
now have preservation orders on them.

After being there I”m now sure that
people can live anywhere, for there are
homes made of every coceivable structure:
small sheds, large dormitory houses/work-
-shops, buses, caravans, flats, self-made
wooden houses by the river, a pyramid,
dome etc. Some are deliberately primitive
while others are no less luxurious than
ordinary apartments. It's up to you.
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rkshops and living space.
The economic system is organised, in

theory, around a ‘Rainbow Army‘,which is
an idea which grew organically.Basically,
each area of activity has a colour which
symbolises some building or work, (e. g. the
Grey Hall where large concerts are held to
raise money for various activities; the Blue
l-louse, which is part of the co-ordination and
outside campaign-this handles meetings
between various workgroups, collects a .
modicum of rent to pay for electricity used
on the site:; the Green Hall where I worked-
a large wharehouse in which were stored old
heaters, cookers, stoves, fridges, wood, iron,
bottles. Everythingwas recycled.It was also
the focus for the twice-weekly rubbish
collection, taking 4 hrs.
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the group was;y-et I found that it was at
least a cheaper to live in Chr. than
nntside in Copenhagen,even if you were
paying rent inChr. (For everyone was
asked to contribute voluntarily to the
general electricity bill).

The bread that came out of the bakery
was good and cheap. . .clothes in the fl ea-
-market, though second—hand, we re likewise.
The general store, which sold everything,
provided dairy stuff at very reasonable
prices,making enough profit to keep at
group of 10-15 people, at the same time
putting money back into the store and
giving (as all enterprises were supposed
to do) ,to the Chr. treasury.Obviously there
are people who go there simply to make a
profit. . .few overheads in Chrl. . .yet they
do not disrupt the underlying reason for
Chr.,for all the rip-off dealers in the streets
mainly hit the tourists anyway.

Of the actual government of the place I
know little , ecept that there are regular

chickens, horses, goats and even a pig therel
There's lots of kids about and its defina-

-tely a great environment for therrg. People
\-.v\'s'-

seem receptive to them but althoughnis a
school and kindergatan and lots of enter-
-tainments, in general individuals, mostly
women, ended up looking after them.
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meetings and pow-wows amongst the inter- - ,_ g
-ested people of the different colours. . .
basically everything is done in true liber-
-arian fation right the way through the
shopfloors and houses, which can lead to
interminable meetings but things get done
all the same.

Work apart, there is much to occupy leisure
(though many are at leisure when at work) . . .
the cinema, the large numbers of pot-dealers

Here again is the constructive use to The work S[I'1_1Qij1_1r(-35 '.l_7e'f_'e a ¢.1r10uS r hanging out, the cafes(which have live music
which the place has been put, but on a mixture of the 0_rgani¢ and erqanised; half the week), the grey hall opens for all-night
human scale.Some of the amenities that people would simp y get going with SOmethint>; ’ concerts and events, and surprisingly enough
come to mindza bakery (deliciousi), flea ~ they wanted in (jg ei [her as individuals the bath-house:this contains the most amazing
market, bathouse, general store, clogmaker, or groups, and gradually others would sauna built by one man, Wolfgang, the centre of
candlemaker, bike repair (tons of these join in, drop out , leave,yet the work st ill the German colony in Chr., Everybody looks
ebeni» very few Cars). eielihes recycling. got done. An example of this was the forward to ashower or sauna there after
einerne» geiieryr inrerrnerien Centre (rl-in cafe Faeleskokke, where‘ everyone helped work or during the day (it's open from about
bY- the nnereniei grenpi P0Sri1011Se.lIi1I‘ee out although there was a steady group midday until 10pm )and it's a big meeting
Ceres, bars» n'10r0r¢eI' and m/cycle W01‘i<Si10P, running it. This doesn't mean of course _ place, a social scene, as well as bringing
any number Or Slrlirhies, Carpenters, that one could simply walk into any some money in. (But it's free to people working
Welding 5110135. emedieei Centre, Seheei and activity and begin-it all depended. in one of the Chr. industries or workgroups.)
kindergatan. i ‘ Once you know people, then there is always

Work ....And Money
It's a motley of organised chaos, as you'd The‘ profit -motive was discouraged

expect with anything connected with the under the social pressure system, but _ _ _ _ _
Army. . . . and squatters‘.Some Buildings thi S of eeilree depended egein on who -Way“ ' ' a “““‘dm“" m"“_fa"m““g _""‘d'
are completely residential, others are a the people were, and what the purpose of nertieninre eieng the ieke (rnere 15 e green‘
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a bed for the night, if you can't be bothered
to go back to your own.

' \

Many ecological experiments are under-

-grocer to sell this produc'e);there are
j 15.

ole.The Peo
The people are not easy to get to know in

the summer because of the tourists, as the
official handout states. . . ‘Don't be surprised
if a lot of doors turn out to be closed 81 some
of us not overwhelmingly friendly. ‘, but it
isn't difficult when you -start to simply live
81 work in the place 81 they see you're not
fucking around.

The people are the life-blood of the place
of course, 81 no amount of description could
accurately present the atmosphere of
raggedy—assed organisation 81 kindness that
flew around. It was a tonic for a jaded
politico to go there 81 see people proving
that a goverrrrnentless society can work,
even if it is still dependent on Copenhagen
economically.And another major point-one
could feel that everybody, from the worst
rip-off dealer to the most consciencious
Christianian, realised that the next step was
to get rid of the bread.Everone knew it
could be done without destroying anyone‘s
incentive to work or live -or any other of that
sort of shit we're handed out-indeed, in some
cases it was the money stopped people
doing what they wanted to do.
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SABOTAGE
police harassment (of dealers, immigrants,
politicos.anybody ).There‘s the poor hygiene
in the showers and public toilets, and getting
a pad together is difficult now so many want
to go there-and there's arguements and
OCC8.SlOl'll‘_l fights, plus the usual hassles over
money-but compared to what is being done
there these are minor considerations.

Christiania is the most important lesson
on the left today, shrewd minds are at work
there, & good work is being done with the
place being built up still, although it may be
cuttdown in it's prime like so many other
things, this spring if Danish officialdom has
it's way.After some legalities it will be a
matter of sending the police although
there is widespread support in Copenhagen,
across Europe, and a strong Liberal buffer
as well.

Yet not enough news comes across to
England which shows a marked insularity
perhaps on both sides. which has to be broken
down before a real internationalism can be
established. I hate to think how long such
a place could last here. . . it is among the
most important stands in Europe today and
too many people 81 considerations will go
with it if it is allowed to die. -

Sean War.
I'd just like to add that I went there too,

and had an interesting and enjoyable time.
A real eye-opener.The COTI1ITll1l lty is alive
and anarchically organised, the main problem
being hundreds of people who just use the
place as tourists, dossers or hip-capitalists
The people are incredibly tolerant of all
the shit they have to put up with. _

The general attitudes are anarchist,
pacifist, hippy, individualist, collectivist,
small capitalist, or just plain confused. ""
There is an Anarchist group of people invol-
-veei in the projects there.There are
demonstrations, festivals and open days to
‘get the message across‘ to the residents
of Copenhagen. But more could be done to
abolish the capitalist and propertarian
things-however, remember that no place
can be an island of anarchism.

Despite everything, it worksl Go and see ‘:5
for yourself before it is smashed.’ Ah, what g
we could do with the WHOLE WORLD! E S §'
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Although it likes to present itself as an
impregnable monolith, ths State in the
‘Communist’ countries of Eastern Europe,
like the State everywhere, is vulnerable
to the direct action of the working class.
In the last decade, strikes and other direct
ction by working people have shaken the
ate to it's very foundations.U393 r—r

In 1967,workers in the Soviet town of
Pryluky rioted after one of them was
beaten to death by the police, smashing
up the police building. They threatened
to set fire to the petrol pipe-line which
runs through the town if their demands
were not met.

On Mayday 1967, the red and black flag
was run up on the tower of a village
church in the Skole district of the Ukraine

he young people held to be responsible
were arrested ,but set free by an armed
group.

The l\/lilitia Commander of the River
Transport near the water power-station
of Kachovka, was killed as a protest
against Stalinist repression.

When the police went to arrest 3 miners
in the Donets basin area, the miners ,_
opened fire on them. 2 of the miners
were sentenced to death, the 3rd to l5yrs.
Earlier there had been a General Strike
of miners and factory workers for higher
wages in the city of Luhansk in that area.

On Dec 9th , 1967, 4 men went on trial
in Leningrad accused of .fo rming an
underground organisation which was
supplied with arms by a Red Army officer
Strongest in Ukraine, it had groups in
Sverdlovsk and Leningrad.

The ship‘Commisar Stepanov‘ loaded
with wheat bound for E . Germany, was
sunk in the seaport of Odessa by workers
who opened the sea cocks. Previously,
dockers there had refused to load tinned
butter bound for Cuba.

In 1969, as a protest against the Soviet
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invasion of Checkoslovakia, a Leiutenant
lllyin attempted to assassinate Brezhnev.
in May that year several officers of the
Baltic fleet were arrested forforming

4:

a Union of Fighters For Political Freedom
The Ukranian town of Dniprodzinsk

witnessed 2 days of rioting sparked off
by the arrest of several young people.
During the riot the offices of the KGB,
the Communist Party and Young CP were
destroyed.

In Georgia an alleged nationalist was
sentenced to death for bombings which
occurred in 1975/6. 2 more death
sentences were announced following the
killing of a police officer. '

Students in the Estonian town of Tartu
demonstrated when the Authorities banned
a concert not liking the political over-
-tones of the music.Police sent to break
up this demo were pelted with bricks and
bottles.

In Latvia, 4 dockers were imprisoned
following a strike in Riga against meat
shortages.

On Oct. 10th, 1977, 15,000 people
marched through the Lithuanian capital,
Vilnius, overturning and burning police
cars, and tearing down banners cele-
-brating the 60th Anniv. of the 1917
Revolution .
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The above are but a few examples of
the struggle which is being waged with
increasing ferocity by the people of
the USSR, against the totalitarian ,
Stalinist dictatorship.These patterns
of revolt and repression are repeated
throughout the E.European block.
Czechoslovakia has witnessed the
armies of the Warsaw Pact crush it's
attempt to break out of the Soviet orbit,
and more recently the repression of
the supporters of the charter 77 human
rights manifesto (the trial of 3 signit-
-aries opened in Prague in Oct. 77).
Recently 6 of the signitories published
an open letter protesting the repression
in West Germany.

Romania, where 60,000 political
prisoners perished during the constr-
uction of the Black Sea canal, where in
1961 peasant riots turned into sporadic
guerrilla fighting, witnessed in 1977
a strike by 90,000 miners in the ]iu "
Valley, scene of a previous strike in
1972. During the strike the miners
arrested and held hostage three
members of the central committee of
the communist party. An appeal from
the newly formed human rights comm-
ittee received 200 signatures, 50% of
them being workers. A leading figure
in the committee the writer, Paul
Goma, was arrested and subsequently
released. Another member, Ion
Negoitescu, was threatened with
prosecution for homosexuality.

In Hungary, the author, l\-iiklos
Harazti, was given an 8 month susp-
ended sentence and made to pay 9, 600
florints court costs (4 months wages
for a skilled worker) for having written
“ A worker in a worker state“, a
brilliant exposure of the “ desert of
piece rates" i.n which workers are
forced to dwell by the managerial A
bureaucracy in its relentless drive for
increased productivity and higher
(profits.

Poland has experienced two major
strike waves sparked off by raises
in the price of food. The first of these
in 1970/71, which was blamed on
anarchist, hooligan and criminal ele-
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being hundreds of people who just use the
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There is an Anarchist group of people invol-
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‘get the message across‘ to the residents
of Copenhagen. But more could be done to
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Although it likes to present itself as an
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‘Communist’ countries of Eastern Europe,
like the State everywhere, is vulnerable
to the direct action of the working class.
In the last decade, strikes and other direct
ction by working people have shaken the
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In 1967,workers in the Soviet town of
Pryluky rioted after one of them was
beaten to death by the police, smashing
up the police building. They threatened
to set fire to the petrol pipe-line which
runs through the town if their demands
were not met.

On Mayday 1967, the red and black flag
was run up on the tower of a village
church in the Skole district of the Ukraine

he young people held to be responsible
were arrested ,but set free by an armed
group.

The l\/lilitia Commander of the River
Transport near the water power-station
of Kachovka, was killed as a protest
against Stalinist repression.

When the police went to arrest 3 miners
in the Donets basin area, the miners ,_
opened fire on them. 2 of the miners
were sentenced to death, the 3rd to l5yrs.
Earlier there had been a General Strike
of miners and factory workers for higher
wages in the city of Luhansk in that area.

On Dec 9th , 1967, 4 men went on trial
in Leningrad accused of .fo rming an
underground organisation which was
supplied with arms by a Red Army officer
Strongest in Ukraine, it had groups in
Sverdlovsk and Leningrad.

The ship‘Commisar Stepanov‘ loaded
with wheat bound for E . Germany, was
sunk in the seaport of Odessa by workers
who opened the sea cocks. Previously,
dockers there had refused to load tinned
butter bound for Cuba.

In 1969, as a protest against the Soviet
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lllyin attempted to assassinate Brezhnev.
in May that year several officers of the
Baltic fleet were arrested forforming
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a Union of Fighters For Political Freedom
The Ukranian town of Dniprodzinsk

witnessed 2 days of rioting sparked off
by the arrest of several young people.
During the riot the offices of the KGB,
the Communist Party and Young CP were
destroyed.

In Georgia an alleged nationalist was
sentenced to death for bombings which
occurred in 1975/6. 2 more death
sentences were announced following the
killing of a police officer. '

Students in the Estonian town of Tartu
demonstrated when the Authorities banned
a concert not liking the political over-
-tones of the music.Police sent to break
up this demo were pelted with bricks and
bottles.

In Latvia, 4 dockers were imprisoned
following a strike in Riga against meat
shortages.

On Oct. 10th, 1977, 15,000 people
marched through the Lithuanian capital,
Vilnius, overturning and burning police
cars, and tearing down banners cele-
-brating the 60th Anniv. of the 1917
Revolution .
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The above are but a few examples of
the struggle which is being waged with
increasing ferocity by the people of
the USSR, against the totalitarian ,
Stalinist dictatorship.These patterns
of revolt and repression are repeated
throughout the E.European block.
Czechoslovakia has witnessed the
armies of the Warsaw Pact crush it's
attempt to break out of the Soviet orbit,
and more recently the repression of
the supporters of the charter 77 human
rights manifesto (the trial of 3 signit-
-aries opened in Prague in Oct. 77).
Recently 6 of the signitories published
an open letter protesting the repression
in West Germany.

Romania, where 60,000 political
prisoners perished during the constr-
uction of the Black Sea canal, where in
1961 peasant riots turned into sporadic
guerrilla fighting, witnessed in 1977
a strike by 90,000 miners in the ]iu "
Valley, scene of a previous strike in
1972. During the strike the miners
arrested and held hostage three
members of the central committee of
the communist party. An appeal from
the newly formed human rights comm-
ittee received 200 signatures, 50% of
them being workers. A leading figure
in the committee the writer, Paul
Goma, was arrested and subsequently
released. Another member, Ion
Negoitescu, was threatened with
prosecution for homosexuality.

In Hungary, the author, l\-iiklos
Harazti, was given an 8 month susp-
ended sentence and made to pay 9, 600
florints court costs (4 months wages
for a skilled worker) for having written
“ A worker in a worker state“, a
brilliant exposure of the “ desert of
piece rates" i.n which workers are
forced to dwell by the managerial A
bureaucracy in its relentless drive for
increased productivity and higher
(profits.

Poland has experienced two major
strike waves sparked off by raises
in the price of food. The first of these
in 1970/71, which was blamed on
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Romanian miners on a May Day demonstration in. the 1920s. The
memory of the great miners’ strike of 1929 is still present amongst the
striking miners of the Jiu Valley today. '

ments led to the downfall of Gomulka
and his replacement Giereck. Workers
responded by painting up slogans say-
ing: “Giereck same as Gomulka“ and
"Down with the Party“. The workers
defence committees (KOR), set up in
solidarity with those victimised dur-
ing the strikes of 1976, are still

HITLE RS DOGS .

“Hitler was a man so manifold that he also
encompassed the role of a St. Francis. At a
course arranged by the Nazi Party of Jena in
summer of 1935, the lady lecturer ‘recounted
an experience with a talking dog of which
she had been told at the house of Baroness
Freitag-Loringhoven a few days earlier.

g The Baroness prompted my husband to put
a difficult question to the dog. My husband
asked, ‘Who is Adolf Hitler’?‘.We were deeply
moved to hemr, ‘My Fuhrer’,out of the mouth
of the creature.“ At this point the lecturer
was interrupted by an old Party comradein
the audience who shouted, “This is in abom-
—inably bad taste. You are misusing the
Fuhrer‘s name, “to which the lecturer-.-.on
the verge of tears-replied, “This clever
animal knows that Adolf Hitler has caused
laws to be passed against vivisection and
the ]ew‘s ritual slaughter of animals, and
out of gratitude his small canine brain
recognises Adolf Hitler as his Fuhrer “

From A Social History of the Third Reich. i
by Ric ha rd G 11111be 1»ge ,;_ P 118 _ 119_ 1 8
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In Bulgaria, despite imprisonment
and exile, libertarians continue to

 struggle against the state.
During the celebrations for the Zeth

anniversary -sf the foundation of the
GDR, youth i=1 East Berlin fought with
the police fol-lo*.ving" the cancellation
of a jazz concert. 7

The deals on human rights, cooked
up between the rulers of East and West,
are not worth the paper they are printed
on. When threatened by the revolution-
ary actiun cf working men and women
they'll react as they've reacted with
repression and terror, with imprison-
ment, torture and murder. The only
garuantee of freedom for all is the
overthrow of the state, the positive
abolition of capitalism, hierarchy,
bureaucracy and classes; the free
association of free individuals in
sel.f-managing syndicates, com.munes,
federations and workers councils.In
short, the rea'.isation of the libertarian
dream.

active. Terry Liddle.
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EUTHANASIA-a Ran:/.
I doubt if Kris Collier is fully
aware of the implications of her
article on euthanasia (Anarchy 24) -
at least it is charitable to assume
she isn't. Let me make my own posit-
ion clear at the start: I think every
man and woman should be free to
choose the time (and place, and means)
of his or her own death PROVIDED that
the choice is made solely and exclus-
ively by the individual concerned -
and on that little word "provided" l
and friend Collier part company. I
will not resort to religious arguments
about the sanctity of life, though,
albiet for irreligious reasons, I am
largely in.agreement with them; nor
regurgitate the horrible idea that a -
life of suffering is a cross to be
borne to the bitter end at no matter
what cost, for I cannot think of any~
thing I would justify regardless of
cost. Instead, I would say this. My
own body is the only body over which I
have an absolute and inalienable right;
my own life is the only life I have
the right to take. If life becomes un-
bearable for me, or if I simply decide
that I have lived as long as I desire,
the door of suicide should not be
Barred to me by any sort of stigma or
ressrictive law. Death has no terrors
for the person whi is genuinely decided
on it, and if such a person should ask
me for my help then,yes, I should give
it. But I have no more right to
persuade another individual, no matter
how old, no matter how suffering, to
allow me to kill them ("for their own
good" my conscience adds) than I have
to walk out the door with a gun and
shoot the first person I see.

For there is nothing more important in
life than the leaving of it: death is
the one truly irrevocable decision,
and for that reason it must be a
decision freely reached. Is friend
Collier really unaware that the power
of persuasion, especially when
exercised over the old and weak, is
the equivalent of simple coercion? Is
she so naive as to assume that friends

the hectoring of his own family. The
wife's motives - she wanted the four
roomed house to herself. The son's
motives? - he was four hundred miles
away and didn't give a damn. If they
could legally have persuaded that
quiet and harmless old man to sign his
own death warrant, they would have
done it - his wife would be happy to
save £40 a week in costs.

A second point arises from this. In
the present ordering of society how
easy it would be for the State to take
over a euthanasia law to enable it
to get rid of those it is tired of
having around; for that is what
euthanasia ammounts to. The Government
of the Third Reich passed exactly such
a law, the Euthanasia Decree of 1940,
which enabled the next of kin (or the
state, if there were no next-of kin)
to request the health service to
"terminate the natural existence" of
any person deemed to be suffering on
th4 grounds of (1) age, (2) physical,
or (5) mental disabilities, including
inherited disease, insanity and the
like. Any person deemed (by the siate)
incapable of ra.'|'-i onal decision, would A
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have the decision made for them by
the next of kin,who, in a totalitarian

and relatives always have the sufferer's 7 society , could be expected to be
best interests at heart? I have known
one old man put into a gome by his wife
and son who persuaded him to sign the
necessary form - and he signed, not
because he wanted to, but because he

more than amenable to goverment
"suggestions", including material
benefits (cash down) and the praise
of the all; powerful local Party
leadership. A disgraceful feature

was too broken-hearted to stand up to 19- film was even ma.de- of it by the state‘
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Romanian miners on a May Day demonstration in. the 1920s. The
memory of the great miners’ strike of 1929 is still present amongst the
striking miners of the Jiu Valley today. '

ments led to the downfall of Gomulka
and his replacement Giereck. Workers
responded by painting up slogans say-
ing: “Giereck same as Gomulka“ and
"Down with the Party“. The workers
defence committees (KOR), set up in
solidarity with those victimised dur-
ing the strikes of 1976, are still

HITLE RS DOGS .

“Hitler was a man so manifold that he also
encompassed the role of a St. Francis. At a
course arranged by the Nazi Party of Jena in
summer of 1935, the lady lecturer ‘recounted
an experience with a talking dog of which
she had been told at the house of Baroness
Freitag-Loringhoven a few days earlier.

g The Baroness prompted my husband to put
a difficult question to the dog. My husband
asked, ‘Who is Adolf Hitler’?‘.We were deeply
moved to hemr, ‘My Fuhrer’,out of the mouth
of the creature.“ At this point the lecturer
was interrupted by an old Party comradein
the audience who shouted, “This is in abom-
—inably bad taste. You are misusing the
Fuhrer‘s name, “to which the lecturer-.-.on
the verge of tears-replied, “This clever
animal knows that Adolf Hitler has caused
laws to be passed against vivisection and
the ]ew‘s ritual slaughter of animals, and
out of gratitude his small canine brain
recognises Adolf Hitler as his Fuhrer “

From A Social History of the Third Reich. i
by Ric ha rd G 11111be 1»ge ,;_ P 118 _ 119_ 1 8
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In Bulgaria, despite imprisonment
and exile, libertarians continue to

 struggle against the state.
During the celebrations for the Zeth

anniversary -sf the foundation of the
GDR, youth i=1 East Berlin fought with
the police fol-lo*.ving" the cancellation
of a jazz concert. 7

The deals on human rights, cooked
up between the rulers of East and West,
are not worth the paper they are printed
on. When threatened by the revolution-
ary actiun cf working men and women
they'll react as they've reacted with
repression and terror, with imprison-
ment, torture and murder. The only
garuantee of freedom for all is the
overthrow of the state, the positive
abolition of capitalism, hierarchy,
bureaucracy and classes; the free
association of free individuals in
sel.f-managing syndicates, com.munes,
federations and workers councils.In
short, the rea'.isation of the libertarian
dream.

active. Terry Liddle.
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EUTHANASIA-a Ran:/.
I doubt if Kris Collier is fully
aware of the implications of her
article on euthanasia (Anarchy 24) -
at least it is charitable to assume
she isn't. Let me make my own posit-
ion clear at the start: I think every
man and woman should be free to
choose the time (and place, and means)
of his or her own death PROVIDED that
the choice is made solely and exclus-
ively by the individual concerned -
and on that little word "provided" l
and friend Collier part company. I
will not resort to religious arguments
about the sanctity of life, though,
albiet for irreligious reasons, I am
largely in.agreement with them; nor
regurgitate the horrible idea that a -
life of suffering is a cross to be
borne to the bitter end at no matter
what cost, for I cannot think of any~
thing I would justify regardless of
cost. Instead, I would say this. My
own body is the only body over which I
have an absolute and inalienable right;
my own life is the only life I have
the right to take. If life becomes un-
bearable for me, or if I simply decide
that I have lived as long as I desire,
the door of suicide should not be
Barred to me by any sort of stigma or
ressrictive law. Death has no terrors
for the person whi is genuinely decided
on it, and if such a person should ask
me for my help then,yes, I should give
it. But I have no more right to
persuade another individual, no matter
how old, no matter how suffering, to
allow me to kill them ("for their own
good" my conscience adds) than I have
to walk out the door with a gun and
shoot the first person I see.

For there is nothing more important in
life than the leaving of it: death is
the one truly irrevocable decision,
and for that reason it must be a
decision freely reached. Is friend
Collier really unaware that the power
of persuasion, especially when
exercised over the old and weak, is
the equivalent of simple coercion? Is
she so naive as to assume that friends

the hectoring of his own family. The
wife's motives - she wanted the four
roomed house to herself. The son's
motives? - he was four hundred miles
away and didn't give a damn. If they
could legally have persuaded that
quiet and harmless old man to sign his
own death warrant, they would have
done it - his wife would be happy to
save £40 a week in costs.

A second point arises from this. In
the present ordering of society how
easy it would be for the State to take
over a euthanasia law to enable it
to get rid of those it is tired of
having around; for that is what
euthanasia ammounts to. The Government
of the Third Reich passed exactly such
a law, the Euthanasia Decree of 1940,
which enabled the next of kin (or the
state, if there were no next-of kin)
to request the health service to
"terminate the natural existence" of
any person deemed to be suffering on
th4 grounds of (1) age, (2) physical,
or (5) mental disabilities, including
inherited disease, insanity and the
like. Any person deemed (by the siate)
incapable of ra.'|'-i onal decision, would A
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have the decision made for them by
the next of kin,who, in a totalitarian

and relatives always have the sufferer's 7 society , could be expected to be
best interests at heart? I have known
one old man put into a gome by his wife
and son who persuaded him to sign the
necessary form - and he signed, not
because he wanted to, but because he

more than amenable to goverment
"suggestions", including material
benefits (cash down) and the praise
of the all; powerful local Party
leadership. A disgraceful feature

was too broken-hearted to stand up to 19- film was even ma.de- of it by the state‘



film studios starring the Nazi ‘I
equivalents of Paul Newman and
Robert Redford before the vociferous
opposition of the Roman Catholic
bishops in Germany led the government
to beat a hasty retreat. The Nazis‘
motives were to strengthen the Master
race, and save money at the same time
by exterminating those who were a
burden in the state — a noble aim
which they later accomplished at the
expense of people who had no highly
placed churchmen ready to speak out
on their behalf — but their arguments
were exactly those tear-in-the-eye
vapourings which Kris Collier puts
forward. Yet again, Goering's
Luftwaffe "accidentally" flattened
quite a few old people's homes and
lunatic asylums on practice bombing
raids after the Euthanasia Decree was
revoked. Why not write a note to the
Royal Airforce, friend Collier?

A third and last point. Mentally
deficient children - “Mongols, etc."
(and how many thousands of children
are to be included in that "etc."?)
- will be killed at birth in this
Final Solution. Like old Sparta, new
Britain will expose its infants and
the weak will go to the wall, comp-
letewith firing squad. But what
criteria will be used to judge the
mental capacities of a newly born
child? Or the insane, by extension,
for which state no legal definition
even exists? I know of a perfectly
healthy and happily married young
woman today who for the first 15
years of her life was regarded as‘
mentally retarded and treated accor-
dingly. Should she have been killed
at birth so that the government
would save enough money to maintain
a cabinet minister's mistress for a
week, or decorate St James's Park
with a hundred marble bird-baths
Kris-Collier's name engraved in
gilt letters on each one?

5 .

No, no-one who calls themselves an
anarchist can support the sort of
arguments Kris Collier puts forward,
can afford to support them; for that
belief in the freedom and absolute
unhampered integrity of the human
individual which is the very root
of anarchism,as it is ultimately
of all liberal and humanitarian
thought, simply cannot co—exist with
the desire to rob people of their "
power of decision. I may kill myself-

I may even ask another to help me

kill myself — but if I, in my own
arrogance and glory, decide to kill
my fellow beings simply because I have
decided that they are not fit to live,
then I may call myself by many names,
fascist, communist, nationalist,
patriot, but anarchist is not one of
them . _

Col1n'Mackay.

It would seem that I didn't make it
clear that far from proposing an
'euthanasia law‘, I advocate the re-
cinding of present laws which prevent
euthanasia. iMein lieber Colin, in
the present 'ordering of society' the
State increasingly curtails our
liberty in an interfering attempt to
preserve life - I want a lack of
State interference. As you point out,
your life is your own, and so is
your death - or it should be.

Yes, I expect old people could be
persuaded to die - but do you really
consider them so senile or weak-
willed as to be tricked into an
undesired end? I would have thought
that the older and more experienced
a person is, the better to make their
own decisions - at present, they are
not merely persuaded, but practically
forced to continue living; they may
be lonely,in pain, unwanted - but the
State will unmercifully keep them
alive in homes and by means of
interferring social workers! _

Mentally deficient children - I quite
appreciate the force of your arguments,
but maintain that it should be the
right of the parents to make the
decision ( and the unfortunate 'etc.'\
to which you took such exception was
intended to indicate extreme cases,
not children who are merely retarded!)
If a de.ficiency was obvious at birth,
then by definition it must be extreme,
since lesser deficiencies are only
detectable as the child develops. As
another letter pointed out, the
difficulties of parents raising
mentally handicapped children would
be much reduced in a differently-
constructed society - such a child v
could be raised in a commune, and
the responsibilities shared - in the
present nuclear family, the problems
are too often overwhelming.

So, euthanasia is the responsibility
of the individual, or,as above, the
parents of such children who will
never be capable of such a decision.
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Dear comrades,
I see that my subscription to ANARCHY has

now run out.I won't be renewing it, and perhaps
it would be useful if I explained why.

It seems to me that ANARCHY has very little
to offer nowadays in terms of news or analysis.
It discusses things already discussed in a IOO
other places, and instead of analysis we are
offered a series of unreflective diatribes.
Personally I am interested in understanding
the situation we are in, and trying to identify
the ways forward to a possible libertarian
socialist future.I don't feel ANARCHY helps
nae in this.

You say that Anarchy is only as good as the
feedback and material you receive. Isn't this
abit of a let out?In trying to publish the third
issue of our local anarchist mag, Black ]ake
(Newcastle), we realised we simply didn't have
enough decent material, so we dropped it, rather
than publishing it just for the sake of it.
You don't have to put out an issue at a given
time. But i'f?u feel that your current material
is good enough, all I can say is that I disagree.

I hope these criticisms are taken in the
comradely way in which they are intended.
If we all keep on working in our own ways,

I'm sure we'll get something together in the end.

Yours, Martin Spence .

Dear Comrades,
We'd like to comment on the article on

‘Work & non—work."
l.I am quite sure that it is impossible to
find anyone wholly invoved in ‘real work‘
or 'imaginery work. ' For example, when a
docker is unloading foodstuff s or medical
supplies he is involved in work of benefit to
the community, but when unloading weapons
or nuclear waste, he is not. This doesn t
mean we don't support him as a worker 1n
his struggles.On theother hand ,even those
arch-doers of socially harmful work-the

police-sometimes do work that is useful,
i.e.at accidents etc.
2. Given the impossibility of dividing people
up according to the usefulness or otherwise
of their work, it is also impossible to allocate
support on that basis-given the social and
ecological climate at the moment I would say
the work of someone in a car factory wasn't
of much use, but this adds to ,not subtracts

21

from, my support when they strike.
3. To say then that anarchists must work for
the elimination of those invollved in 'imagine1y'
work is far too narrow-what we must always
make clear is that in this society,work will
always be alienating, whereas in an anarchist
society all work would be useful.

Love and solidarity,
Hastings Anarchist group.

‘I

Dear Anarchy collectiiite,
I sent a reply to Sidney Street's article-

'Upthe proves‘ in Anarchy 22, but I ve learned
that you didn't get it. So here's another g0.

In the first 2 sections the author sets out
the reasons for opposing the northern State,
the British. Army, and the loyalist paramil-
—itary assassination squads.What anarchist
would disagree wivth this’? The only flaw I
found was in. . ‘your gallant boys in khaki. . '
So the B.A. is %5}Ei?FHe armed wing of the
State, but is delegiiiaated (with instant recall
of course ) by the populations of England,
Scotland and Walesf. '

0

In section 3 we get to the meat of the article.
Why support the Provos‘? ‘The bulk of the
young volunteers and officers, particularly
those coming out of Long Kesh universiqr,
are radical left-wingers.‘ This observation
has been repeated periodically by left-wing I
apologists since the first releases from
Long I<esh,yet the author acknowledges it's
only a recent developement (this presumably
avoids having to show much evidence). The
little evidence that does transpire, "as a
reading of Republican News recently clearly
shows. . ', any left-wing rhetoric used is  
vanguardist - a revolution will be made on be-
halfof the people. The RN of christmas '77
states . . . "UNKNOWN TO THE GENERAL
PUBLIC the republican movement set up three
months ago in- Belfast a body known as the
Civil Administration. This body. . .was to. .

forge even stronger LINKS WITH THE PEOPLE
and build the necessary base for the establish-
ment IN TWO YEARS TIME of People's Assem-
blies. " (my emphases). It's nice to know when
the revolution is, and that it's going to be
staffed with peoplel I-low many totalitarian
states have emerged in the 3rd world since
World J.'.;1r 2 using ‘radical left-wing' rhetoric?



film studios starring the Nazi ‘I
equivalents of Paul Newman and
Robert Redford before the vociferous
opposition of the Roman Catholic
bishops in Germany led the government
to beat a hasty retreat. The Nazis‘
motives were to strengthen the Master
race, and save money at the same time
by exterminating those who were a
burden in the state — a noble aim
which they later accomplished at the
expense of people who had no highly
placed churchmen ready to speak out
on their behalf — but their arguments
were exactly those tear-in-the-eye
vapourings which Kris Collier puts
forward. Yet again, Goering's
Luftwaffe "accidentally" flattened
quite a few old people's homes and
lunatic asylums on practice bombing
raids after the Euthanasia Decree was
revoked. Why not write a note to the
Royal Airforce, friend Collier?

A third and last point. Mentally
deficient children - “Mongols, etc."
(and how many thousands of children
are to be included in that "etc."?)
- will be killed at birth in this
Final Solution. Like old Sparta, new
Britain will expose its infants and
the weak will go to the wall, comp-
letewith firing squad. But what
criteria will be used to judge the
mental capacities of a newly born
child? Or the insane, by extension,
for which state no legal definition
even exists? I know of a perfectly
healthy and happily married young
woman today who for the first 15
years of her life was regarded as‘
mentally retarded and treated accor-
dingly. Should she have been killed
at birth so that the government
would save enough money to maintain
a cabinet minister's mistress for a
week, or decorate St James's Park
with a hundred marble bird-baths
Kris-Collier's name engraved in
gilt letters on each one?

5 .

No, no-one who calls themselves an
anarchist can support the sort of
arguments Kris Collier puts forward,
can afford to support them; for that
belief in the freedom and absolute
unhampered integrity of the human
individual which is the very root
of anarchism,as it is ultimately
of all liberal and humanitarian
thought, simply cannot co—exist with
the desire to rob people of their "
power of decision. I may kill myself-

I may even ask another to help me

kill myself — but if I, in my own
arrogance and glory, decide to kill
my fellow beings simply because I have
decided that they are not fit to live,
then I may call myself by many names,
fascist, communist, nationalist,
patriot, but anarchist is not one of
them . _

Col1n'Mackay.

It would seem that I didn't make it
clear that far from proposing an
'euthanasia law‘, I advocate the re-
cinding of present laws which prevent
euthanasia. iMein lieber Colin, in
the present 'ordering of society' the
State increasingly curtails our
liberty in an interfering attempt to
preserve life - I want a lack of
State interference. As you point out,
your life is your own, and so is
your death - or it should be.

Yes, I expect old people could be
persuaded to die - but do you really
consider them so senile or weak-
willed as to be tricked into an
undesired end? I would have thought
that the older and more experienced
a person is, the better to make their
own decisions - at present, they are
not merely persuaded, but practically
forced to continue living; they may
be lonely,in pain, unwanted - but the
State will unmercifully keep them
alive in homes and by means of
interferring social workers! _

Mentally deficient children - I quite
appreciate the force of your arguments,
but maintain that it should be the
right of the parents to make the
decision ( and the unfortunate 'etc.'\
to which you took such exception was
intended to indicate extreme cases,
not children who are merely retarded!)
If a de.ficiency was obvious at birth,
then by definition it must be extreme,
since lesser deficiencies are only
detectable as the child develops. As
another letter pointed out, the
difficulties of parents raising
mentally handicapped children would
be much reduced in a differently-
constructed society - such a child v
could be raised in a commune, and
the responsibilities shared - in the
present nuclear family, the problems
are too often overwhelming.

So, euthanasia is the responsibility
of the individual, or,as above, the
parents of such children who will
never be capable of such a decision.

v _|<.c.
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Dear comrades,
I see that my subscription to ANARCHY has

now run out.I won't be renewing it, and perhaps
it would be useful if I explained why.

It seems to me that ANARCHY has very little
to offer nowadays in terms of news or analysis.
It discusses things already discussed in a IOO
other places, and instead of analysis we are
offered a series of unreflective diatribes.
Personally I am interested in understanding
the situation we are in, and trying to identify
the ways forward to a possible libertarian
socialist future.I don't feel ANARCHY helps
nae in this.

You say that Anarchy is only as good as the
feedback and material you receive. Isn't this
abit of a let out?In trying to publish the third
issue of our local anarchist mag, Black ]ake
(Newcastle), we realised we simply didn't have
enough decent material, so we dropped it, rather
than publishing it just for the sake of it.
You don't have to put out an issue at a given
time. But i'f?u feel that your current material
is good enough, all I can say is that I disagree.

I hope these criticisms are taken in the
comradely way in which they are intended.
If we all keep on working in our own ways,

I'm sure we'll get something together in the end.

Yours, Martin Spence .

Dear Comrades,
We'd like to comment on the article on

‘Work & non—work."
l.I am quite sure that it is impossible to
find anyone wholly invoved in ‘real work‘
or 'imaginery work. ' For example, when a
docker is unloading foodstuff s or medical
supplies he is involved in work of benefit to
the community, but when unloading weapons
or nuclear waste, he is not. This doesn t
mean we don't support him as a worker 1n
his struggles.On theother hand ,even those
arch-doers of socially harmful work-the

police-sometimes do work that is useful,
i.e.at accidents etc.
2. Given the impossibility of dividing people
up according to the usefulness or otherwise
of their work, it is also impossible to allocate
support on that basis-given the social and
ecological climate at the moment I would say
the work of someone in a car factory wasn't
of much use, but this adds to ,not subtracts
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from, my support when they strike.
3. To say then that anarchists must work for
the elimination of those invollved in 'imagine1y'
work is far too narrow-what we must always
make clear is that in this society,work will
always be alienating, whereas in an anarchist
society all work would be useful.

Love and solidarity,
Hastings Anarchist group.

‘I

Dear Anarchy collectiiite,
I sent a reply to Sidney Street's article-

'Upthe proves‘ in Anarchy 22, but I ve learned
that you didn't get it. So here's another g0.

In the first 2 sections the author sets out
the reasons for opposing the northern State,
the British. Army, and the loyalist paramil-
—itary assassination squads.What anarchist
would disagree wivth this’? The only flaw I
found was in. . ‘your gallant boys in khaki. . '
So the B.A. is %5}Ei?FHe armed wing of the
State, but is delegiiiaated (with instant recall
of course ) by the populations of England,
Scotland and Walesf. '

0

In section 3 we get to the meat of the article.
Why support the Provos‘? ‘The bulk of the
young volunteers and officers, particularly
those coming out of Long Kesh universiqr,
are radical left-wingers.‘ This observation
has been repeated periodically by left-wing I
apologists since the first releases from
Long I<esh,yet the author acknowledges it's
only a recent developement (this presumably
avoids having to show much evidence). The
little evidence that does transpire, "as a
reading of Republican News recently clearly
shows. . ', any left-wing rhetoric used is  
vanguardist - a revolution will be made on be-
halfof the people. The RN of christmas '77
states . . . "UNKNOWN TO THE GENERAL
PUBLIC the republican movement set up three
months ago in- Belfast a body known as the
Civil Administration. This body. . .was to. .

forge even stronger LINKS WITH THE PEOPLE
and build the necessary base for the establish-
ment IN TWO YEARS TIME of People's Assem-
blies. " (my emphases). It's nice to know when
the revolution is, and that it's going to be
staffed with peoplel I-low many totalitarian
states have emerged in the 3rd world since
World J.'.;1r 2 using ‘radical left-wing' rhetoric?
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"The Provos. .have consistently with great
courage fought against the Army, the State
and all its agencies. Consistently? They
claim to have blown up a small cafe in Rose-
mary St. last autumn, to give one example.
Oh. ,yes. .but that was a symbolic target,
(inside the security zone), an economic targetl
All its agencies’? Have they confronted those
statist concepts which their own organization
reflects, namely hierachy and patriarchy -
or will that wait untill AFTER THE REVOL-
UTION? The Provos are also practising cap-
italists, owning at least 2 hotels and one
garage. It is apparant from Eire Nua, the
Provos long term policy document, that they
want to set up their own Republican State with
all _i.l:_s__ agencies . ,

If this is the orgaization the author has in
mind when he says " At least we've started
(to take our own freedom). Can you say the
same thing?" Then I hope you can't'.'.

The section on Irish Prisoners in England
is important and useful, but the author does
not seem to realise that as part of connected
long term work the position of Irish prisoners
is already receiving some attention eg Leeds
Other Paper (no. 60 ]uly 22) produced by a
collective including several anarchists,
carried a special report on Wakefield Prison
with the emphasis on Irish prisoners .

To end up - as an Irish Anarchist I would
replace Connelly's declaration, ". . . The
British Government has no rigl .. in Ireland. .'
with NO GOVERNMENT HAS A RIGHT IN
IRELAND.

In solidarity,
' - Belfast Anarchist.

Dear Anarchy,
With reference to the article

on the Elizabeth Garrett Anderson Hospital
by Charlotte Baggins in the last issue.

We think everyone who calls themselves
anarchists would agree that the NHS is a
hierarchical institution. We would also
agree with her statements about the attitudes
of the medical profession and the quality of
treatment. What we can't accept is her
conclusion - that if we can't have patient
controlled hospitals, then better no hospitals

Charlotte says she doesn't write from a
back seat. But she has obviously never been
seriously ill and denied access to a doctor;
nor on the year-and-a-half waiting lists that
are now common for hospital treatment,
particularly in fields such as gynaecology.
If so, she could certainly not celebrate the
closure of the only hospital to make any con-
cession at all to women's health needs.

Neither, presumably, has she worked in
a hospital. The thing uppermost in most
people's minds when they start a campaign
like that at the EGA is not, would you
believe it, "Revolution"; far from it; the
only thing the EGA workers wanted when
they started out was to protect their jobs. It
is true that since the hospital went into occ-
upation some of the participants have become
politicised. However, revolutionary con-
sciousness is not an overnight phenomenom,
ittakes time.

It is partly through participating in such
campaigns that people will begin to see the
need for real social change, and begin seri-
ously to consider the need for a social
revolution. Speaking a sshe does, so d.is-miss
ively of the health worl<.ers' struggle to keep
the hospital open, would she also feel con --
temptuous of the Gruiwick strikers,‘ the
miners, powerworke rs or firemen. all of
whom are pres-siitly involved in struggle?
Perhaps she ll1'.5“.] also have the 'corre-ct'
political analyses for ihei r situation too ,
and would be unwilling to help them achieve
their goals because they are not sufficiently
revolutionary. '

The article on the EGA is nitpicking, and
a way of avoiding the real struggle in the
real world, with all its contradictions. Of
course we want patient power and more
contro‘ over their work situation for the
EGA workers. Indeed we would go further
and say that people should be learning about
their bodies and trying to deal with some
aspects of health care right outside of hos-
pitals and doctors’ surgeries. But to propose
change in the way this article does is both
negative and arrogant.
North London Anarchist Communist Asscn.

Collective Reply:
, We want to add a reply to this letter bec-

ti

issues rather than made them clearer,
which we see as Anarchy's job in the future.

There seem to be three main questions:
1. Are hospitals useful’? There is a whole
range of opinions on this varying from
those who see hospitals as the bees knees
of the health service, to at the other end
those who see hospitals ( and the unfortun-
ate patients in them ) as glorified toys in
the hands of status seeking doctors.

e

2. Do we support workers defending their
jobs? At the extremes we would all agree,
so not the police or army. But in the middl
areas there are differences of opinion -
the extent to which you will support a hos-
pital worker will obviously depend to some
extent on what you think of hospitals.
3. It's a woman's hospital. It is not the
only one in London. It is questionable as to
whether it does make any concessions at all
to their health needs, and it is after all a
general hospital not a specifically a gynaec-
ological one. The only difference seems to
be that those in Authority (doctors, consul-
tants) are women. But so what?

Most of the above letter does not add
discussion to these points. - ‘

Charlotte is clearly one who sees hospit-
.als as some see-concentration camps, but
there is no need to attack or question her
experience. In fact the personal attacks in
the‘ letter tend to destroy its serious content,
firstly, because they tend to obscure the
issues and secondly because beingin fact
erroneous those who know Charlotte will
tend to believe the rest is in error too.

NB. The EGA has a stay of execution till
March, and they are still- trying to mend
the lift. Contact the EGA Euston Road NW1.

-
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A CONSULTANT surgeon
A who refused to treat ‘a partly-

d1sabled..patient_ for three?
I --months, using him as ra

 “ pawn”, in av bureaucratic
battle with hospital adminis-
trators, is heavily criticised
by the Health ,,Service
Ombudsman 'in his latest
report, published yesterday.

l Another doctor, who took a
~ : decision described as “ inhu-

man," sent a, 103~year-old
woman-who had suffered ‘a
fall—back to (her nursing-
home in the middle of a freez-
lngnight. . “' 1 ~

I ~= - I a shocking case,"

REVIEWS   
CIENFUEGOS PRESS ANARCHIST REVIEW,
£2, Box A, Over the Water, Sanday, Orkney
Scotland. I

'Spose I ought to do a really long ‘in-depth
review of this unbelievable production as
long as a 400 page book. Can't be bothered
though. Read it for yourself. This, the 3rd
issue from Cienfuegos, has grown into a
mature and useful histo rical/philosophical/
social and literary review of anarchism.
It's got stuff about our priciples, histories
of the movement in Spain, japan, Bulgaria ‘
and Mexico, bits and pieces about guerrilla
warfare, anarcho-feminism, Germany,
Science, Poetry and a couple of prominent
anarchists in this century, plus a compreh-
ensive review section of 40/50 books of
interest to all revolutionaries. The breadth
of ideas, the strength of the anarchist vision
and the care and warmth of the production
is really encouraging, making the Encyclo-
piedia Brittanica look like jack and Jill.
Worth every penny, days and days of fascin-
iating reading, and Cienfuegos should be
icongratulated on bringing this out. Order
copies through libraries or buy as presents
for your mum and dad (or kids) , fellow ..
workers, friends, neighbours or local nazis.
NB. Write to Cienfuegos for further inform-
ation , donations, booklists and bookservice.

ES
I
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ROUGH THEATRE PLAYS, 95p W Q $W__ _
32, Bravington Road, London W9. _

. . .g;_:£.‘-'. _ vi’.-.~Do you like reading plays? I thought I
didn't until I read this book of their four
street plays as seen and heard in parks,
demonstrations and benefits. They are lively,
funny and often as sharp as a sword, as they
show us ordinary characters , very human
too, caught up in the crazy web of London
life. The four plays are about: a council
worker who is ordered to board up his own
house, someone trying to get a house off
the council, two dubious characters out to
make money by getting retired colonels to
joi.n their fascist group, and lastly about a
politico who tries to evict a fel'ow—member
from her house. The anarchistic politics j
shine through without dogma. Enjoyable
reading (and dare I say it . .performing).

THE HARE & THE T0 RTOISE ~-, ---.-,, Ton came , R w, Leeds ,
LEICE TER, c o B ac thorn Boo s, 74 High-
cross Street Leicester.
ORFORD, Mzrtin Ha er, R.B!. College I
PORISMOUIH, Caroiyne Cahm,2 Chadderton ' _There are people who are more or less in a . . . and there are people who see only the

c~;>nstant state of rage at the society in which difficuIties,who don't know where to begin and
we live. . .and there are people who feel like believe it's impossible to find out.
they can get along OK.

There are people who are only really happy There are people who believe the best of their
when they are doing something (however small) sisters and brothers of the human race (even
to overthrow this society. . .and there are people though this often seems contrary to the evidence) '
who are happier doing something else. . . .and there are people who don't.

There are poeple who see themselves as These differences can't be argued rationally.
subjects of history, able to understand and the only proof is the future. If a classless
chance the world. . .and there are people who society is achieved, then the 'optimists'arei")

see themselves only as objects of someone right.If not, then the 'pessimists' are. *
else's activity.

live without bosses and leaders. . . and there
are people who think this would be nice and ED CI_.ARKE,California.
wish it could happen but don't really believe (from SYNTHESIS magazine.)
it will.

There are people who are eager to try and ""Typists notezput me down as an optimist. . .
figure out what we can do to begin the revolution why else would I be doing this ridiculous mag?
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But it does strike me that these sort of
There are people who see bureacracy and elitism attitudes are perhaps far more relevant than,
as ideas and practises which can be rejected (for example) the precise wording of our
and overcome. . .and people who see them as position on armed struggle.
part of 'human nature‘.

For will we ever be free if we do not believe it
There are people who believe we can learn to is possible that we can free ourselves?
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ROUGH THEATRE PLAYS, 95p W Q $W__ _
32, Bravington Road, London W9. _

. . .g;_:£.‘-'. _ vi’.-.~Do you like reading plays? I thought I
didn't until I read this book of their four
street plays as seen and heard in parks,
demonstrations and benefits. They are lively,
funny and often as sharp as a sword, as they
show us ordinary characters , very human
too, caught up in the crazy web of London
life. The four plays are about: a council
worker who is ordered to board up his own
house, someone trying to get a house off
the council, two dubious characters out to
make money by getting retired colonels to
joi.n their fascist group, and lastly about a
politico who tries to evict a fel'ow—member
from her house. The anarchistic politics j
shine through without dogma. Enjoyable
reading (and dare I say it . .performing).

THE HARE & THE T0 RTOISE ~-, ---.-,, Ton came , R w, Leeds ,
LEICE TER, c o B ac thorn Boo s, 74 High-
cross Street Leicester.
ORFORD, Mzrtin Ha er, R.B!. College I
PORISMOUIH, Caroiyne Cahm,2 Chadderton ' _There are people who are more or less in a . . . and there are people who see only the

c~;>nstant state of rage at the society in which difficuIties,who don't know where to begin and
we live. . .and there are people who feel like believe it's impossible to find out.
they can get along OK.

There are people who are only really happy There are people who believe the best of their
when they are doing something (however small) sisters and brothers of the human race (even
to overthrow this society. . .and there are people though this often seems contrary to the evidence) '
who are happier doing something else. . . .and there are people who don't.

There are poeple who see themselves as These differences can't be argued rationally.
subjects of history, able to understand and the only proof is the future. If a classless
chance the world. . .and there are people who society is achieved, then the 'optimists'arei")

see themselves only as objects of someone right.If not, then the 'pessimists' are. *
else's activity.

live without bosses and leaders. . . and there
are people who think this would be nice and ED CI_.ARKE,California.
wish it could happen but don't really believe (from SYNTHESIS magazine.)
it will.

There are people who are eager to try and ""Typists notezput me down as an optimist. . .
figure out what we can do to begin the revolution why else would I be doing this ridiculous mag?
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as ideas and practises which can be rejected (for example) the precise wording of our
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